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Abstract 
SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) technology has been studied to look for current position and generate map 
simultaneously in computer vision research area. The technique is one of the most widely researched topics in Robotics and has 
become applicable to UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) recently for autonomous navigation flight. In case of indoor environment 
which cannot support GPS information, SLAM is especially necessary to recognize current position. However it is difficult to 
generate large-scale map because of cumulative error of the sensors. In this paper, we introduce large-scale 3D map generation 
system in development for indoor autonomous navigation flight based on HectorSLAM which is available in ROS (Robot 
Operating System). 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been widely used in various areas ranging from military to entertainment 
applications because of reliable control and rapid movement. Recently, these vehicles have been used for searching 
dangerous or unexpected environments. Especially, the position recognition technique is essential for many 
navigation tasks, including localization, mapping, and control. In the case of ground robots, a good estimate for the 
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robot’s pose can be obtained by odometric sensors such as wheel encoders. However, the odometric method is not 
enough to calculate pose in the case of UAVs. 
For position recognition for UAVs, the SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) technique has been used 
generally. The technique is one of the most widely researched topics in Robotics. It is useful for building and 
updating maps within unknown environments while simultaneously keeping track of the robot’s location in the 
physical environment. Especially VSLAM (Visual SLAM) technique using visual camera sensors is suitable for 
mobile devices such as UAVs [1]. However, most of these works have been limited to small workspaces which have 
definite image feature and sufficient sun light. Therefore, it is not suitable for large-scale map like corridor for 
UAVs.  
This paper focuses on development of large-scale 3D map generation system for indoor autonomous navigation 
flight with open source. In order to generate large-scale 3D map without breaking map, various sensor fusion is used 
such as LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging), SONAR (SOund Navigation And Ranging) and IMU (Inertial 
measurement unit). In order to calculate pose which is relatively insensitive to errors, 2D map is generated based on 
HectorSLAM [2] before 3D map. Through the pose estimation generated with 2D map, we can create large-scale 3D 
map with RGB-D camera sensor. The large-scale 3D map generation system is developed based on ROS (Robot 
Operating System). 
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related works. Section 3 describes 
the overall system for 3D map generation. The developed UAV with sensors is explained in Section 4. Section 5 
introduce Hector SLAM and explains how to generate 3D map. The experimental results are presented in Section 6. 
Finally, it is followed by the conclusion and future works in Section 7. 
2. Related Works 
Recently, there has been a variety of research into the SLAM problem for the autonomous navigation flight using 
on multicoptor UAVS. The most challenging part of SLAM for UAV is to obtain the 6 DOF (Degree Of Freedom) 
of the vehicle without odometry information. First time, VSLAM (Visual SLAM) was used for this research. 
However, the VSLAM were limited to small indoor workspace because it depends on image features and lost 
registration point sometimes. In addition, it requires CPU performance to search image feature and registration point. 
Therefore, VSLAM is not suitable for large-scale environment with UAVs. 
The CityFlyer project develops a micro-UAV that is capable of autonomous flight in indoor environments [3]. 
The flight can generate 3D map using LiDAR and pose estimation system. However, it is not directly incorporated in 
the control loop and thus move at a low speed. In [4], the autonomous multi-floor indoor navigation system was 
developed. It also uses LiDAR for pose estimation with real-time performance on a mobile processor using only 
onboard sensors. However it is not available as open source software.  
On the other hand, The HectorSLAM presents a system for fast online generation of 2D map requiring low 
computational resources [2]. It combines a robust scan matching approach using LIDAR system with a 3D attitude 
estimation system based on inertial sensing. Especially, it is easy to apply to any research because it can be available 
as open source and based on ROS. In this paper, 3D map generation system is developed by using this  HectorSLAM. 
3. System Overview 
The proposed system architecture for generation of large-scale 3D map is shown in Fig. 1. The system has been 
developed based on the ROS. The ROS is the most popular robotics framework nowadays. It provides a set of tools, 
libraries and drivers in order to help develop robot applications with hardware abstractions. The ROS enables 
researchers to quickly and easily perform simulations and real world experiments. In addition, ROS have good eco-
system which was built from the ground up to encourage collaborative robotics software development. For example, 
one laboratory might have experts in mapping indoor environments, and could contribute a world-class system for 
producing maps. Another group might have experts at using maps to navigate, and yet another group might have 
discovered a computer vision approach that works well for recognizing small objects in clutter. ROS was designed 
specifically for groups like these to collaborate and build upon each other’s work, as is described throughout this site. 
[5]. 
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For generation of large-scale 3D map, RGB-D camera, LiDAR, SONAR, and IMU were used. By using the ROS, 
the drivers of sensors can be used without development. The system consists of flight and ground system. Because 
the ROS supports the distributed system, each module can move to other system. The flight system is divided into 
3D map generation and flight control part. First, the 3D map generation part receives sensor information from each 
sensor modules and generates 2D map and 3D map sequentially. The generated map is transmitted to the ground 
system. The ground system shows 3D map in real time. 
 
Fig. 1. System Overview 
4. UAV 
 
Fig. 2. The experimental platform with onboard computation and sensing 
The UAV we use for the experiments is called Pelican [6] and is manufactured by Ascending Technologies 
GmbH, Munich, Germany. This UAV can carry up to 650g of payload for about 20 min. Thus, it is suitable to equip 
a variety of sensors. For generation of 3D map, Hokuyo UTM-30LX LiDAR is used. The sensor can be detectable 
from 100 mm to 30,000 mm and scan 270 degree area with 0.25 degree angular resolution. Therefore, it is suitable 
for real-time distance data collection. For attitude measurement, the 9 DOF razor IMU (SEN-10736) of sparkfun is 
used. The outputs of all sensors are processed by an on-board ATmega328 and output over a serial interface. This 
enables the 9DOF Razor to be used as a very powerful control mechanism for UAVs, autonomous vehicles and 
image stabilization systems in spite of low cost. For altitude measurement, PX4Flow is used. Actually, PX4Flow 
have optical flow function as well as altitude measurement by SONAR. This function will be used later. 
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5. HectorSLAM 
In order to generate 3D map, Hector SLAM was used for generation of 2D map. Most 2D SLAM approaches 
require odometric information. Therefore it is not suitable to implement system for aerial vehicles like a quadcopter. 
However, the HectorSLAM focused on the estimation of the robot movement in real-time through scan-matching by 
using the high update rate and the low distance measurement noise from modern LiDARs. As a result, the odometric 
information is not necessary. 
The 2D pose estimation of HectorSLAM is based on optimization of the alignment of beam endpoints with the 
map obtained so far. The endpoints are projected in the actual map and the occupancy probabilities are estimated. 
The scan matching is solved using a Gaussian-Newton equation, which finds the rigid transformation that best fits 
the laser beams with the map. In addition, a multi-resolution map representation is used to avoid getting stuck in 
local minima. The idea behind this solution is to have different maps in memory and simultaneously update them 
using the pose estimated previously. The computational cost remains low and maps are always consistent. Finally, 6 
DOF is calculated with the 2D pose and height from SOANR. With the rough 6DOF, images received from the 
RGB-D sensor can be registered. 
6. Experimental Results 
The experiments were performed at corridor indoor without GPS signal. For first experiment, we use the straight 
corridor which leads approximately 50m and have rooms. As a result, the system can generate 2D map and track the 
path successfully in real-time like Fig. 3 (a). In addition, the 3D map can be generated by accumulating scan data 
considering IMU sensor information like Fig. 3 (b). The Fig. 4 (a) shows the 2D map and trajectory of large-scale L-
shaped corridor which leads approximately 100m. The 3D map generated by LiDAR is accurate like Fig. 4 (b). 
 
             
Fig. 3. (a) The trajectory of large-scale straight corridor (total distance: about 50m); (b) The generation of 3D map of straight corridor 
 
Fig. 4. (a) The trajectory of large-scale L-shaped corridor (total distance: about 100m); (b) The generation of 3D map of straight corridor 
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In order to measure accuracy of generated map, the motion capture system which can measure 6 DOF within 1 
cm were used as ground truth data. For the experiment, approximately 20m distance was measured. As a result, the 
error was less than 5cm like the Fig. 5. 
 
Fig. 5. The measurement of accuracy of generated map 
7. Conclusions & Future Works 
Many researchers have studied the SLAM for generation of 3D map and tracking without GPS and publish their 
results with source code. This paper introduced that the development and measurement of the 3d map generation 
real-time system with quadcopter which is work in progress by using HectorSLAM. The result shows the generated 
map is accurate by comparing the ground truth data. In future, we will develop 3d map system by using RGB-D 
sensor. It will improve the capability of object detection intuitively. 
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